Cornwall’s rural multiplex
Toolkit for Film Club promoters

2019
C Fylm, Krowji, West Park, Redruth TR15 3AJ
Tel: 01209 312500
Email: imogen@creativekernow.org.uk
Web: www.cfylm.co.uk

C Fylm is Cornwall’s film club network. We support community venues
to screen a season of films for their local audience.
We offer people across Cornwall the chance to watch great films in
their own community, in the company of friends and family, at an
affordable price. The project is run in partnership with Carn to Cove.
If you are passionate about cinema and want to set up a film club, all
you need is a space to screen the films, energetic volunteer support
(friends and family will do) and some bright ideas for programming
and bringing in audiences. C Fylm will be by your side at every step.
C Fylm will support your first screening by providing the equipment (if
necessary), training you to use it, managing your membership and giving programming advice. Thereafter you can hire the equipment (at a
discounted rate) and run your own event.
We encourage film club organisers to add value to screenings by
screening short films and offering themed evenings such as food and
music.
C Fylm operates a membership model— audience members pay £6 for
a membership card at their first screening and this helps to keep the
scheme running. Becoming a C Fylm member gives audiences access
to screenings in all of the active film clubs.
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The C Fylm annual membership fee is set at £6 per adult and £3
for 12-15 year olds, and that money goes to C Fylm to help pay
for licensing and the running costs of the scheme. This runs from
1st Jan - 31st Dec.
C Fylm will take the membership fees for any new members, and
you will keep any money you make from refreshments and
raffles. Existing members who attend subsequent screenings will
pay a subscription fee of £3 or £4 per person, which you keep to
help you sustain your club.
Independent film clubs normally have to pay an individual license
fee of around £100 per screening, directly to the film distribution
company. This is not a sustainable fee for some film clubs who
only have 30-40 members – this is why C Fylm was set up to work
collectively across Cornwall – to help people living in smaller, rural communities see movies locally, at an affordable price.

What are my costs for each screening?
After the initial screening when you just pay us the membership
income, to help you get the club up and running your on-going
costs are as follows:
As a C Fylm Film Club then you only pay £25 per screening. This
includes a copy of the DVD/Bluray from the C Fylm library and a
poster designed specifically for you. (All you will have to do is let
us know what films you would like to show and we will tell you if
they are covered by the licence).
If you want to hire projection equipment there is an additional
cost of £25 each time (normally £50 for external bookings), and
you will have to collect the equipment from Krowji in Redruth (so
make sure you allow for petrol).
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You will also pay us the membership income from any new
members who join within the year (but keep the subscriptions
from returning members).
If you are hiring your hall then you will have to cover that fee
too—in the first screening, when you’re paying us all the income this will have to come out of your income from refreshments. If you’re struggling let us know and we’ll try to help.
If you do not have your own projectionist (see later) then we
can probably help with finding someone to come and do it for
you—the cost for hiring one from C Fylm is £50 plus mileage.

How do I pay C Fylm?
Clubs can pay the screening fee and memberships by cash,
cheque or online bank transfer. The payment information is
included on every box office return form.

How much will my audience pay?
There is an annual membership fee of £6 (which goes to C
Fylm) and this includes seeing the first film for free. After that,
your audience members pay a nominal fee to see each film - it
is up to you how much you charge on the door (we suggest £4),
and your film club gets to keep that on-going money, as well as
any money you make from refreshments or by doing a raffle
etc.
The membership fee must be collected each year and paid to C
Fylm to sustain the scheme. Each member will fill out a form
(to be retained by C Fylm) and be given a numbered membership card. Our membership runs from 1st Jan - 31st Dec. If
someone joins in the middle of the year, their membership will
still expire on 31st Dec. When someone joins as a member,
whenever in the year that happens, they see that screening
free. It is up to you how and when you collect the other contributions.
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FILM PROGRAMMING
What films can I show under the licence?
We will do our best to help you with ideas of films you can
show but by all means please do your own research and if you
tell us what you would like to show we can tell you if it is covered by the umbrella licence. If you want to show a film that is
not covered by the blanket licence we can sort out additional
licences, especially if the films you are interested in match the
BFI’s criteria for screening specialist, independent and British
films. Often we can subsidise these licences by half, which usually means paying £50 each. If there is a lot of interest from other clubs for the same film, we can secure a lower fee for group
bookings.

But how do I know what to show and
when?
We will try to help you as much as we can! But please think
about the types of films that would be best suited to your audience and what you might like to show…
Think about your demographic – are your audience members
likely to be young/old, have particular interests? Are their families likely to come? Are you near a cinema that might be showing the same films as you? Do most people have Netflix? Perhaps you could do some prior research at a local event where
you can promote your film club at the same time – ask what
sort of thing people might want to see – have a checklist of genres and actors and directors etc so you can get a feel for what
your audience likes…
Try to choose recent/current films and releases OR celebrated
classics – slightly off main-stream, world cinema or indie films
or documentaries might be a good starting point or show films
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that have recently won awards for example the Oscars.
These are unlikely to have been seen in a local cinema recently.
Most film clubs hold monthly screenings and we suggest
that you book the next 3-4 films in advance so you can keep
abreast of current releases. This also allows a level of flexibility so you can adapt to your audience. You could have an
autumn season of Sept, Oct & Nov and then a Christmas
special for example, and start again in the Spring. Some of
our film clubs take a break in the summer (sometimes to
take some holiday and sometimes because blacking out the
venue isn’t easy in the lighter evenings).
We will offer a suggestion list, which we will curate, made of
films that are popular with other film clubs, films that
offered to us specially by distributors/local filmmakers, and
films that are topical or trendy. We encourage you to think
outside of the box and be brave with your programming
choices—maybe not every month, but maybe you could set
up a strand of more under the radar films 4 times per year?
We will distribute our film suggestions quarterly throughout
the year.

How do I get the films?
We will send the films with a box office return form out to
you by post about a week before your screening. If you need
membership forms and cards we can send these too. The
package will include return postage for you to send the film
and paperwork back (a maximum of 7 days after your
event).
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How do I keep my audience interested in
attending?
Remember that you might be showing a film in a draughty village hall
on uncomfortable seats – the film may even have just been released
on DVD - so how do you make sure your screening is an attractive
proposition?
Think about the lighting when people are arriving—if possible, bring
some directional lighting and turn off the overhead lights. Play music
that is related to the film—it’s easy to make a playlist on Spotify or
Apple Music—maybe you could download the film soundtrack and
have it playing as people arrive, to set the scene, and the atmosphere.
Have an interval – this is a good opportunity to not only sell refreshments, but for your audience to have a chat about what is happening
in the film – this can make it a real social occasion – this is the USP
(unique selling point) of a community cinema experience! You may
not have the comfy sofa of someone’s living room, but you are
providing your audience with the opportunity to have a shared cinematic experience - so maximize it!
Provide ‘other entertainment’ – music in the interval, (is there a piano in your venue and local friendly pianist?), or a short film at the
start, (if you want to show Cornish Shorts please just ask!) or perhaps
you could have a talk at the end? Maybe you know someone in the
film industry or linked to the film itself. Just think about how you can
make your screening more ‘personal’ to your club.
Provide really good refreshments – if you don’t want to make cakes
all day then buy some in at trade price from your local bakery– or
order Cornish pasties, or provide chips , or pick and mix sweets – or
even popcorn – anything to give your audience an extra added bit of
fun! Remember it’s a social occasion and it’s not just about the
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choice of film you are screening. Club members will come to a
film they have no knowledge of if they know they will have a
nice cuppa!
Introduce the film - say why you have chosen it, tell your audience a bit about it, warm them up to it – but don’t give away
the ending! We will give you a script if you are nervous about
public speaking.
Once you have built up a good reputation you will not need
to worry too much about continuing promotion- assuming
you are showing good films, word of mouth will usually ensure that your audience figures remain constant!
In order to develop the network of film clubs and to raise the
profile of C Fylm, we have produced a very short ident which
we will provide on DVD and we encourage you to play this
before the film starts, as people are coming in and taking their
seats. It can be on an animated loop or a static logo.

What time should I start my screening?
Think about the time that you want to start your film – we
would suggest that if you are setting up the C Fylm
equipment and chairs etc then you will need an hour and a
half to set up and do a sound check and remember that
some people might want to eat before coming out so aim
for somewhere between 7-8pm. Most film clubs tend to start
at 7:30pm and often have a break for refreshments after
around an hour.
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How do I promote my screenings?
There are some marketing restrictions which come with the
umbrella screening licence—notably that your audience
have to be ‘members’ (so they pay a one off annual membership fee NOT a ticket price) and that you cannot advertise the film ‘to the public’, e.g you cannot have posters
plastered across Truro or on Facebook advertising your
screenings to ‘non-members’.
You are free to advertise your screenings ‘locally’, within
your parish/ community and you can send out posters to
email addresses you have collected yourself (by far the best
way of promoting the film).
We can provide you with a poster to print off or email out
to your membership.
We send a monthly newsletter to the entire membership,
and a reminder email to specific clubs in the week of their
screening.
If we have bought an individual licence for your screening,
the restrictions are lifted, so we be more flexible. We are
working on setting up online ticketing, so watch this space.
You can put up specific posters locally advertising the next
film and ‘non-specific’ news of a new film club starting up
(but not mentioning any specific titles) more widely.
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The best ways to get the word out are as follows:






Posters put up in your village
Local door drops
Hook up with another community group
Email posters to your members
Inform your parish council about C Fylm who may assist with costs.

Who else will help you with running
the film club?
Running the club is not that time consuming - and you can
easily do it whilst working a full time job, but in order to
make the actual film screening itself run smoothly we think
you need a minimum of two people. If you are part of a larger committee then you probably will not have any choice in
the matter but if you can avoid it, don’t have too many people involved in programming as it can make decisions harder!
If you are having more people to help, try to delegate tasks
such as collecting the equipment, setting up and overseeing
the sound and projections, selling tickets, making and selling
refreshments, deciding on the film programming, marketing
the events etc - so that it is obvious who is responsible for
what.
And we are always on the end of the phone or email, so feel
free to give us a call.
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
What screening equipment are you
using?
If you are hiring the C Fylm equipment the charge to C Fylm
clubs is only £25 (normally it is £50 for external bookings).
For this fee, you will be given:

An NEC PA500U HD projector (and a bulb which
comes separately)

A projector stand

A pop-up screen (size: 16ft x 9ft or 12ft x 6’11”)

two PA speakers and leads (there are two lengths
available depending on the size of your venue)

a PA amplifier

a Blu-ray/DVD player with remote control

All necessary connecting leads. (Plus gaffer tape!)
The equipment can be collected on the day you need it and
has to be returned the following day so please bear this in
mind when deciding on which day you are going to run your
club! You will need to sign a contract of hire with C Fylm for
hire of the equipment and pay when you drop off.

Who will do your projections?
Whatever equipment you are using you will have to familiarize yourself with it or get hold of your own projectionist!
Make friends with your local camera or music club or find
someone technical to give you a hand! Otherwise you can
use a C Fylm projectionist – the charge is £50 plus petrol.
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How do you get the best sound and
picture from the equipment?






Make sure you have plenty of space at the front (3
metres if poss) before the first row of seats start.
Try to stagger the seating if you can so someone’s
head is not directly in front of someone else.
Try to put the projector either in between the rows of
seats or as high up as you can so you are projecting
over peoples heads - check that your head is not
blocking the picture by sitting in all the seats before
the screening!
Put the speakers up reasonably high – if your audience member can see the speakers they are more
likely to be able to hear them too.

Setting up the equipment
Remember health and safety:

Don’t block fire exits

Use gaffer tape to cover the leads on the floor

Make sure nothing is wobbly or going to fall over –
put tables for the speakers in front of the screen for
example so it can’t be knocked over.

Audio loops? Technical assistance

Two fit people required to put up the screen—it’s big!
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Returning the equipment
If you have used the C2C equipment please make certain
that all the leads are packed in their relevant bags and RETURNED. Missing items can ruin a screening for the next
hirer. If there are any faults, accidents or problems with the
equipment please inform the office.

Insurance
We have public liability insurance and damage to or caused
by the equipment is covered under our policy. The village
hall will have public liability insurance to cover their facilities.
If you are a constituted group of the village hall, you should
be covered by the hall public liability insurance, but if you
are an individual you may not be, and may need to take out
your own cover.
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VENUE FACILITIES
How many people does your potential venue hold? Remember that you will have to take into account the equipment:
the stand or table for the DVD projector projection equipment the size of the screen – if you are hiring the Carn to
Cove equipment the first line of chairs will need to be set
about 3 metres away. So work out how many chairs you can
fit in around the equipment.
Check that there are regular slots available for your booking
– try to stick to around the same time of the month e.g the
third Thursday of the month.
Does you venue have black out curtains or blinds? If not you
will need to consider how to block out the sun - not so important in the winter months but if your screening starts at
7.30pm in the summer it does not get dark until very late.
Is your venue licensed to show films? (This is your responsibility to check) Or to sell alcohol? This might give you further
opportunities to make money!
What are the chairs and tables like at the venue – are the
chairs comfortable enough to sit still on for two hours to
watch a film? Are the tables sturdy enough to hold up the
screening equipment?
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Do I need to collect any other information on my club?
We would like you simply to do an audience count, and keep a
list of how many people attend each event. We will give you a
box office return and event report form—you can give this information to C Fylm when you return the equipment or email
the information in after each event or quarterly.

C Fylm across Cornwall
There are currently 32 C Fylm clubs in Cornwall (Budock Water,
Callington, Calstock, Carnkie, Carbis Bay, Carnon Downs, Cubert
Devoran, Forder, Godolphin Cross, Golant, Grampound, Gwinear, Harrowbarrow & Metherell, Leedstown, Linkinhorne, Liskeard, Malpas, Mawan Smith, Mevagissey, Millbrook, Pendeen,
Polbathic, Polgooth, Ponsanooth, Portreath, Redruth, St Agnes,
Townshend, Troon, Truro, and Zennor ) with more starting up
all the time. Some are specialists, showing foreign and independent films, and your members will be able to get discounts
on all screenings within the C Fylm community around Cornwall.

Online Resources:
www.bafta.org
www.bffs.org.uk
www.bfi.org.uk
www.bifa.org.uk
www.cfylm.co.uk
www.filmbank.co.uk
www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk
www.imdb.com
www.rottentomatoes.com
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